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Abstract  
 
Deterioration in the quality of surface waters worldwide is associated with losses of phosphorus (P) 
from diffuse sources. Controlling such losses is rather difficult, but their significance in reducing the 
effects of eutrophication is crucial. Phosphorus losses from diffuse sources represent a significant share 
of total P transfers to surface waters. Researchers have studied and implemented numerous methods to 
curb non-point P losses during the past decades, but such studies have generally been insufficient to 
change the impact of agriculture on the course of surface waters eutrophication. For example, even 
though inputs of P and nitrogen (N) into the Baltic Sea have significantly decreased over the past two 
decades, the Baltic Sea still represents a eutrofied body of water. To further reduce P losses from 
agriculture, current P abatement methods must be amended with additional techniques. One such 
technique involves the use of P-retaining materials as filters placed in ditches within agricultural areas.  
This study encompasses a set of laboratory, meso- and large-scale set-ups to identify potential P-
retaining materials available in Finland for the treatment of agricultural runoff. The laboratory studies 
investigated the P retention potential of fresh and weathered Ca-rich (Sachtofer PR®, steel slag, Filtra 
P®, Filtralite P®) as well as Fe-rich materials (mine drainage residual - MDR) in flow-through tests 
when applying a high influent P concentration of 50 mg/l. The weathering process served to leach out 
soluble species such as Ca2+ and OH-, thus mimicking aged filters. In addition, desorption/dissolution 
tests involved the placement of P-saturated materials in solutions of variable pH as well as one-month 
extraction with large volumes of water. Sachtofer PR®, steel slag, Filtra P® and MDR retained 
relatively large amounts of P, varying between 12 and 24 mg P/g material. As desorption/dissolution 
tests show, two distinct mechanisms controlled the materials’ retention of P: precipitation of Ca-
phosphates and sorption of P onto Fe-hydroxide surfaces. 
As the most promising material, Sachtofer PR® was further employed in meso- (20 kg) and large-
scale (7 tons) filters that treated influents with significantly lower P concentrations, up to 6 mg/l and 
0.25 mg/l, respectively. The feed solution in the meso-scale filter alternated between P-enriched tap 
and river waters, whereas the large filter treated agricultural runoff from 17 ha of cropland. As the 
application of Sachtofer was scaled up, and influent P concentration declined, cumulative P retention 
decreased from 19 mg P/g in the laboratory to 0.06 mg P/g in the field. The meso-scale experiment 
indicated that the P removal efficiency decreased also due to the presence of dissolved organic carbon 
(DOC) in the influents; the filter retained about 10% of the total amount of DOC added to the system. 
As for the large filter, the formation of preferential water pathways resulting from material 
decomposition and freezing-thawing cycles greatly reduced its efficiency. Moreover, in high flow 
conditions during spring snowmelts or high rainfalls, the large filter treated only a small portion of the 
incoming flow; the estimated treated flow during the entire test period was about 20%. Maintaining a 
low effluent limit is rather challenging, and such techniques should instead serve to remove a 
significant part (e.g., 30-40%) of the dissolved mass of P in agricultural runoff. To justify the potential 
P recovery from spent filters and to ensure cost-efficiency, the P-retaining material should reach a 
significant P saturation. In addition, P removal structures should be coupled with other best 
management practices to minimize losses of P from agriculture. 
 
Keywords: P-retaining materials, P retention, precipitation, sorption, upscaled application, dissolved 
organic carbon, material alteration, preferential flows, high flows, filters, permeable reactive barriers 
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1. Introduction  
 
Phosphorus (P) is an essential element that maintains the existence of living organisms, as it is 
incorporated in the molecules of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and adenosine triphosphate (ATP). In 
humans and animals, Ca-phosphates (mainly apatite or bioapatite) are the major constituents of teeth 
and bones, and P also supports the activity of muscles and nerves while catalyzing various bio-
chemical reactions (Valsami-Jones, 2004). Phosphorus also stimulates the growth of plants; it enters 
plants through cell membranes in the root system, most often in the form of orthophosphates, for 
further utilization in ATP synthesis and carbon dioxide (CO2) fixation (photosynthesis). In soils, a 
broad range of microorganisms utilize P, thereby dictating the P concentration through the processes of 
mineralization and immobilization. Furthermore, in freshwater ecosystems, P is often the limiting 
nutrient controlling the growth of aquatic plants and microorganisms (Schindler, 1977; Baird and Cann, 
2005). Phosphorus merits profound attention because, in addition to its vital functions in the biosphere, 
this element is mostly obtained from a single, finite source: the phosphate rock (Cordell et al. 2009). 
Hennig Brandt, a German alchemist, was the first to extract P from urine in 1669; making it the 
13th element discovered. In the first 100 years since its discovery, the extraction of P from urine 
involved the use of heat coupled with the addition of charcoal. Later, at the end of the 18th century, P 
was extracted mainly from animal bones, by applying sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and charcoal as a reducing 
agent and served mostly as a source of instant flame (Cordell et al. 2009; Emsley, 2000). At that time, 
France was the largest manufacturer of P, producing about 100 kg/year. In the 19th century, P served 
widely as a flame igniter in friction matches. By the end of that century, however, P was extracted 
mainly from ores, which allowed production to reach 500 tons/year (Emsley, 2000).  
 
1.1 Human impact on P cycle and deterioration in the quality of surface waters 
 
In 1861, A. Muller patented a method that involved the strong heating of phosphate mineral, sand and 
coke. Ever since, the production of elemental P has increased and plummeted in the 20th century, 
reaching about 38 000 tons/year in 1939 just in the USA. The two world wars saw the production of 
large amounts of P-bombs and nerve gases (organophosphates) (Emsley, 2000). After the Second 
World War, the widespread application of P fertilizers as well as the addition of polyphosphates in 
detergents to soften the water became regular practices worldwide. Until the 1970s, production reached 
1×106 tons/year (Rockström et al. 2009; Brady and Weil, 2008; Emsley, 2000).  
Nowadays, about 20×106 tons of phosphate are mined every year, and although researchers 
unanimously predict growth in the demand for P fertilizers to satisfy the rising global population’s need 
for food, they predict different scenarios for the depletion of phosphate rock reserves. Some expect that 
exploitation will deplete reserves in about 200 years, whereas others maintain that this could happen 
rather earlier (Gilbert, 2009; Cordell et al. 2009). Nevertheless, uncertainty about present reserves 
persists as certain large producers such as China and Morocco provide inconsistent data on the size of 
present reserves. Experts take into consideration a few alternatives for fulfilling the peak need for 
phosphates, such as reducing the usage of fertilizers, recovering phosphates from various sources such 
as livestock manure, obtaining struvite through the precipitation of phosphates from wastewaters or 
struvite recycling from deposits in water treatment pipes (Gilbert, 2009). 
In bodies of water in a pristine state, the delivery of P originates mainly from the weathering of 
phosphate minerals in rocks and soils. However, the disturbance of the natural P cycle resulting from 
the exploitation of phosphate ores has doubled losses of dissolved P in various bodies of water, 
accounting for 2×106 tons/year worldwide thus far (Valsami-Jones, 2004). Such excessive inputs of P 
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as well as nitrogen (N) fuel primary production in freshwater ecosystems (Schindler, 1977; Howarth 
and Marino, 2006). Phosphorus elevates the phytoplankton population which, in turn, can be regulated 
by the zooplankton population, which feeds on the former one. Thus, increased nutrient inputs along 
with the negligible presence of zooplankton (e.g., due to industrial pollution) may induce the process of 
eutrophication and greatly deteriorate the quality of bodies of water through the lowering of oxygen 
(O2) levels, the release of microbial toxins, deterioration in organoleptic properties, and decreased 
water transparency, among others (Schindler, 1977; Baird and Cann, 2005; Emsley, 2000).  
Rockström et al. (2009) stated that up to 9.5×106 tons P/year enter the oceans and subsequently 
initiate large-scale anoxic zones and loss of marine life. Rockström et al. (2009) also noted that such 
undesirable conditions occur if the mass of P entering the oceans exceeds the natural, background input 
by 20%. Greater inputs of P and N as well as the slow replenishment of water and long residence time 
for nutrients make the Baltic Sea a textbook example of a eutrophied body of water (HELCOM, 2011). 
 
1.1.1 Inputs of P into the Baltic Sea from point and non-point sources 
 
Inputs of P and N into the Baltic Sea catchment area grew until the late 1980s and early 1990s as a 
result of a significant increase in the use of inorganic fertilizers. Over the past two decades, however, 
inputs of these nutrients have decreased, and in an effort to combat eutrophication, the EU countries 
surrounding the Baltic Sea have imposed limits on discharging waters (e.g., the EU Water Framework 
Directive) (Antikainen et al. 2005; HELCOM, 2011).  
Anthropogenic inputs of P into the Baltic Sea originate from both point and non-point sources. 
Point sources include municipalities, industries and fish farms, whereas agricultural fields, animal 
feedlots and forests represent major non-point sources. In 2006, total waterborne inputs of P and N into 
the Baltic Sea reached 28 370 tons and 638 000 tons, respectively. Improvements in wastewater 
treatment as well as the closure of some industries led to an annual decrease in point P inputs of about 
78 tons between 1994 and 2008. Yet, most of the total P loading in the Baltic Sea in 2006 (about 55%) 
originated from point sources (HELCOM, 2011). Non-point sources, on the other hand, have proved 
more problematic and difficult to control (Antikainen et al. 2005; Penn and Bryant, 2006). Agriculture 
accounts for 80% of anthropogenic diffuse inputs of P into the Baltic Sea (HELCOM, 2011). 
In Finland, the inputs of P into agricultural soils remained below 20 000 tons/year until the 
1940s, which saw a sharp uptick in fertilizer applications that peaked in the 1970s (over 90 000 
tons/year) (Antikainen et al. 2008). Phosphorus inputs involve the application of fertilizers and manure, 
weathering and atmospheric deposition. The P outputs (crop and pasture yields) in the 1970s were 
below 20 000 tons/year, implying that P storage in soils and leaching accounted for about 70 000 
tons/year. 
Some studies have examined different scenarios of the effects of reduced nutrient inputs into the 
Baltic Sea. Pitkänen et al. (2007), for example, used a model to show that a 44% reduction in the total P 
input into the Gulf of Finland could shrink the algal population (non-N-fixing cyanobacteria) by 35% 
in five years.  
 
1.2 Inorganic phosphorus forms and common mitigation measures for curbing P 
losses from agricultural soils 
 
In bodies of water and soils, P is distributed among various pools of inorganic and organic forms. 
Organic forms of P consist of inositol, nucleic acids and phospholipids, and through the processes of 
microbial degradation, organic forms are converted into inorganic ones. Dissolved organic P (DOP) is 
rather mobile, as the soil does not readily adsorb it, and in heavily manured areas, higher 
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concentrations of DOP may induce the process of eutrophication (Brady and Weil, 2008). Nonetheless, 
the present study explores the removal of inorganic dissolved P and focuses on the inorganic forms of 
P. 
In soils, inorganic P exists as calcium (Ca)-, iron (Fe)- and aluminium (Al)-phosphates, adsorbed 
to clay minerals or metal hydroxide surfaces and as dissolved orthophosphate. The trade-off between 
these pools is constant and governed by complex chemical and bio-chemical reactions that direct the 
binding and release of P from particles (Baird and Cann, 2005; Brady and Weil, 2008). Agricultural 
soils may acquire a high P status as a result of fertilizer application or P accumulation in the vicinity of 
animal feedlots and within pasture lands (Uusitalo, 2004; Turtola, 1999; Uusi-Kämppä, 2010). As the 
concentration of P in soil solution decreases as a result of plant uptake, for example, P maintains 
equilibrium in the solid-liquid system by desorbing from particles. 
Haygarth et al. (2005) defined four phases of the P transfer continuum: source, mobilization, 
delivery and impact, and the authors stated that the complexity, uncertainty and scale of the P transfer 
increase as it develops. Phosphorus-enriched soils supply P to bodies of water through surface runoff or 
subsurface flow both as particulate and dissolved P (Penn and Bryant, 2006; Turtola and Yli-Halla, 
1999). 
 
1.2.1 Particle-bound phosphorus  
 
In soils and sediments in aquatic systems, P is adsorbed onto Fe/Al-hydroxide surfaces as inner-sphere 
monodentate or bidentate complexes (Figure 1). Phosphate groups can eventually desorb to maintain 
the water-metal hydroxide equilibrium, thereby rendering P bioavailable. The bioavailability of 
particulate P varies, however. In a study evaluating the bioavailability of particulate P, Uusitalo et al. 
(2003) estimated that about 50% of the particulate P was desorbable and redox-sensitive. Based on 
algal assays, Ekholm, (1998) noted broad variation in the bioavailability of particulate P depending on 
the source: on average, 20% for the surface soil on agricultural land, 4% for the suspended matter in 
river waters, and 25% for municipal wastewaters.   
Losses of particulate P result mainly from the disturbance of the soil structure, followed by the 
detachment of particles and their transfer by water flows to recipient bodies of water. The application 
of the following best management practices can reduce losses of particulate P at the source (a, b) or 
during the transport phase from an agricultural field to water courses (c, d): 
 
a) No-till 
Puustinen et al. (2005) observed that a change from autumn tillage to permanent vegetation cover 
reduced losses of particulate P; in autumn, for example, the grass lay treatment lowered the 
concentration of particulate P in runoff by about 60%. Similar to this, in a review paper studying the 
effect of no-till methods in different parts of Europe, Soane et al. (2012) noted that these methods 
minimize erosion and curb losses of particulate P. However, no-till practice can cause greater losses of 
dissolved P resulting from the decomposition of plants and the accumulation of P in the surface soil 
(Puustinen et al. 2005).  
 
b) Soil amendments 
Uusitalo et al. (2012b) noted that applying gypsum as a soil amendment reduced losses of particulate P 
by more than 70% over a three-year test period. Ekholm et al. (2012) found similar reductions in a 
catchment scale study. The authors attributed this reduction mostly to the increase in the ionic strength 
of the soil solution and a reduction in the repelling forces between particles, which in turn caused 
particle flocculation and aggregation. 
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c) Constructed wetlands 
The main purpose of such ecosystems is to use plants and microorganisms to biologically uptake, and 
thereby remove, P and N. In addition, the removal of particulate P takes place through the deposition of 
particulate matter. Kynkäänniemi, (2014), for example, studied the P removal efficiency of small 
wetlands in Swedish agricultural areas and observed variable results. Some wetlands acted as sources 
and others as sinks for P mainly through the deposition of particulate matter. Some factors such as high 
costs and the availability of relatively large areas restrict the widespread applicability of constructed 
wetlands. 
 
d) Buffer strips 
Similar to constructed wetlands, buffer strips may reduce P losses though the sedimentation of 
particulate matter transferred by surface runoff, though Uusi-Kämppä, (2010) has noted high variation 
in their efficiency. 
 
1.2.2 Dissolved P  
 
Dissolved P refers to molybdate-reactive orthophosphate; the dominant species within the typical pH 
range (5-9) of aquatic systems are dihydrogen phosphate (H2PO4-) and hydrogen phosphate (HPO42-) 
ions (Henze et al. 2002). Such species are entirely bioavailable, thus greatly stimulate algal growth and, 
consequently, contribute to the deterioration of the quality of aquatic ecosystems (Ekholm and 
Krogerus, 1998). Various mechanisms, such as the dissolution of metal phosphates, the desorption of P 
from particulate matter and mineralization/immobilization processes, govern the concentration of 
dissolved P in solution. In agricultural areas, researchers have investigated several practices to reduce 
losses of dissolved P either at the source (a) or during the mobilization phase (b, c, d, e): 
 
a) Soil amendments 
Studies have investigated various natural and industrial by-products such as alum, gypsum, drinking 
water treatment residuals (DWTR) and fly ash for their ability to retain dissolved P as soil amendments 
(Callahan et al. 2002; Penn and Bryant, 2006). Agyin-Birikorang and O’Connor, (2007) stated that 
DWTR may provide a long-term P retention (about 7 years) whereas Penn and Bryant, (2006) argued 
that soil amendments provide short-term retention (few years) of dissolved P and that additional 
mitigation measures are therefore necessary.  
 
b) Constructed wetlands 
In many countries, the establishment of constructed wetlands has served to reduce losses of dissolved P 
through uptake by plants and microorganisms. Hoffmann et al. (2011), for example, investigated the P 
retention of restored Danish wetlands and observed inconsistent capacities; some of the wetlands 
served as sources and others as sinks for dissolved P. In a five-year study investigating the ability of 
three wetlands in New Zealand to retain P, Tanner and Sukias, (2011) noted not only poor retention of 
dissolved P, but that all the wetlands behaved as sources of dissolved P. Furthermore, the authors 
recommended expanding mitigation measures to intercept P losses from agricultural areas. 
 
c) Enveloped drainage pipes 
This is a rather new technique that involves enveloping drainage pipes in agricultural areas with a P-
retaining material. Groenenberg et al. (2013), for example, tested an Fe-rich material (a by-product of 
drinking water treatment) and observed that over one year, the material removed 94% of the dissolved 
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P in the drainage water. However, the efficiency of this technique requires further verification with 
long-term experiments. 
 
d)  Ferric sulfate dosing 
Uusitalo et al. (2015) investigated the performance of ferric sulfate dispensers placed in 15 ditches in 
southwest Finland for two years. Applying ferric sulfate lowered the concentration of dissolved P in the 
agricultural runoff by about 70%. Uusitalo et al. (2015) recommended using this method only in critical 
source areas with high concentrations of dissolved P, and only to complement other measures in use at 
sources of P. 
 
In Finland, the prolonged use of inorganic fertilizers in the past and the accumulation of P in soils mean 
that agriculture significantly contributes to the eutrophication of bodies of water. The application of 
some practices (reduced fertilization, no-till methods, buffer strips) has reduced P losses from 
agricultural land (HELCOM, 2011). However, such losses still represent a significant share of the 
anthropogenic input of P into the Baltic Sea. Even if P fertilization meets plant requirements, a 40% 
reduction in losses of dissolved P would require about 20 years (Lemola et al. 2013). Since dissolved P 
is totally bioavailable, its reduction requires the development of additional mitigation methods. For this 
reason, the present study focuses on the process of material identification and the construction of P 
removal structures. 
 
1.3 Phosphorus removal structures as measures for mitigating losses of dissolved P  
 
The establishment of P removal structures requiring minimum maintenance aims for the long-term and 
cost-efficient removal of dissolved P. Although many laboratory studies identifying potential P-
retaining materials have shown promising results (I), only a limited number of studies deal with the 
larger-scale treatment of agricultural runoff and municipal wastewater (Penn et al. 2012; Shilton et al. 
2006; Dobbie et al. 2009). For this reason, P-retaining materials still do not represent a common tool 
for mitigating the effects of eutrophication. The costs and potential side-effects (e.g., increase in pH, 
electrical conductivity (EC), leaching of heavy metals) of reactive materials significantly limits the 
widespread-use of such techniques, thus potentially deteriorating the water quality of bodies of water 
by “pollution swapping”.  
The development of P-removal structures should entail a set of laboratory and larger-scale 
experiments prior to a full-scale application. For example, P retention mechanisms should be identified, 
as should changes in the physico-chemical properties of the materials over time. Observing the 
performance of potential P-retaining materials on different scales is also important. Sections 1.3.1 and 
1.3.2 focus on the P retention mechanisms, material characterization and process-based elaboration of 
the upscaled application of P-retaining materials. 
 
1.3.1 Phosphorus retention mechanisms 
 
Since the 1960s, researchers worldwide (e.g., Yee, 1966; Neufeld and Thodos, 1969) have been 
investigating the applicability of various natural materials, industrial by-products and commercial 
products as P-retaining filters (Tables 1 and 2 in Paper I). Phosphorus retention by such materials relies 
mainly on the precipitation of P as Ca/Mg-phosphates (materials rich in soluble Ca and Mg), via 
sorption onto Fe/Al hydroxide surfaces (materials rich in amorphous metal hydroxides) or both (I).  
Johansson and Gustafsson, (2000) stated that materials that deliver considerable amounts of Ca2+ 
and hydroxyl (OH-) ions undergo hydroxyapatite formation, but prior to this, less thermodynamically 
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stable precipitates such as amorphous calcium phosphates (Ca4H(PO4)3) and octacalcium phosphate 
may form. The precipitation reaction for hydroxyapatite is as follows: 
 
5Ca2+ + 3H2PO4– + 7OH– ↔ Ca5(PO4)3(OH)(s) + 6H2O                                            (Yeoman et al. 1988) 
 
For materials rich in amorphous Fe/Al hydroxides, the P retention mechanism involves ligand 
exchange reactions (Hsu, 1964). Adsorption peaks in acidic solutions and gradually decreases with 
increasing pH due to competitive sorption with OH- ions as well as the transition of orthophosphate 
species towards more negative ones, thereby strengthening the repelling forces (Figure 1) (Sigg and 
Stumm, 1981). The reaction is considered partly reversible in the case of monodentate comlex 
formation. If bidentate complex formation takes place, then the phosphate group will most likely 
become an integral part of the Fe/Al-hydroxide particle thereby rendering the reaction irreversible.  
 
 
Figure 1. The formation of monodentate (upper graph) and bidentate (lower graph) complexes on metal 
oxide surfaces (I). 
 
1.3.2 Phosphorus retention and release studies  
 
1.3.2.1 From laboratory to large-scale applications of P-retaining materials 
 
Identifying potential P-retaining materials usually begins in the laboratory, and many studies have 
determined parameters such as pH, EC, the total elemental content of reactive elements and heavy 
metals as well as the amounts of water-extractable Ca (Caw), Mg (Mgw) or oxalate-extractable Fe (Feox) 
and Al (Alox) (I). This step provides initial information on the amount of reactive elements, which may 
indicate the predominant retention mechanism, and is therefore a useful tool in the selection process.  
Paper I discusses how most P retention studies use batch experiments; the use of laboratory flow-
through tests, however, is rather infrequent. Batch and flow-through set-ups differ and, consequently, 
yield inconsistent results. In batch tests, a fixed amount of a material comes into contact with P 
solutions of increasing concentrations. The mixture is then subjected to shaking to ensure proper 
contact between the solid and the liquid. The Langmuir and/or Freundlich isotherms usually serve to 
determine parameters such as the maximum P retention and P buffering capacity (I). In batch tests, 
many parameters such as the material-to-solution ratio, initial P concentration, shaking frequency, and 
reaction time greatly influence P retention (see Cucarella and Renman, 2009). One disadvantage of 
these tests, especially when characterizing Ca-rich materials, is the accumulation of soluble species 
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(Ca2+ and OH-) in solution, thus creating highly favorable conditions for the precipitation of Ca-
phosphates and overestimation of a material’s P retention capacity (I). 
In contrast to batch tests, flow-through set-ups resemble open systems where the material comes 
into contact with a flowing P solution. Parameters such as particle size, chemical composition of the 
material, influent P concentration and retention time (RT) usually influence the estimated P retention in 
such tests (I). Because soluble species, which generally affect P retention, continuously leave the 
system, flow-through set-ups resemble field conditions more closely than do batch set-ups (see Drizo et 
al. 2002). Influent P concentrations applied in flow-through tests are seldom as high as the highest ones 
used in batch tests, and the time needed to saturate the material with P can vary considerably depending 
on its physico-chemical properties and RTs.  
Although laboratory batch tests frequently overestimate the P retention of a material, they still 
remain an inseparable part of laboratory protocols and are therefore attractive due to their relatively fast 
provision of results. On the other hand, although flow-through set-ups provide more reliable estimates 
of a material’s P retention capacity, they are time-consuming (I).  
Potential P-retaining materials possess variable physico-chemical characteristics and thus 
demonstrate different P retention potentials. In addition, laboratory studies usually employ small 
material masses, measured in grams, which are not representative of the filter’s porosity and hydraulic 
conductivity in field conditions. A limited number of studies have aimed to verify P retentions obtained 
in the laboratory by scaling up the application of the reactive medium (I). Those that have, report 
discrepancies in P retention at different scales. Søvik and Kløve, (2005) tested a meso-scale shellsand 
filter and recorded a P retention capacity of 0.29 mg/g, whereas the capacity estimated in laboratory 
batch tests with material-to-solution ratios of 1:1 and 1:15 were 0.8 and 8 mg/g, respectively. Penn et 
al. (2012) performed a field experiment with an electric arc furnace slag filter that received influents 
with a P concentration of 0.5 mg/l; the RT within the filter was about 19 min. During a five-month test 
period, the filter retained 25% of the P input, which equaled a P retention of 26 mg/kg. However, with 
a model obtained from laboratory tests, Penn et al. (2012) estimated a three-fold greater P retention. 
The authors did not link this difference in P retention estimates to the different scales, but argued that it 
stemmed from the different chemical characteristics of the slag samples used in the laboratory and in 
the field.   
Combining meso- and large-scale set-ups enables investigation of the filter’s behavior under 
controlled conditions as well as the influence of changes in water quality (e.g., influent P 
concentrations, presence of organic matter and suspended solids) and hydraulics. Such changes in test 
settings may greatly suppress the potential of a material to retain P (Penn et al. 2012). Dobbie et al. 
(2009), for example, studied the performance of hydrous iron oxide as a reactive medium in filters 
treating municipal wastewater and concluded that the removal of organic material and suspended solids 
prior to filtration helped to improve the performance of the structures. In addition, the experiment 
highlighted the importance of maintaining an RT greater than 15 min. Shilton et al. (2006) investigated 
the performance of 10 large steel slag filters between 1993 and 2003. In the first five years, the filters 
performed well and removed 77% of the total P, but then the efficiency gradually declined. The authors 
noticed seasonal variations in the effluent concentration of P due to algal growth in the sedimentation 
pond, which removed CO2 from the influent, slightly raised the pH and led to more efficient 
precipitation of Ca-phosphates within the filters.  
In the countries surrounding the Baltic Sea, only a limited number of studies have investigated 
the application of P-retaining materials for reducing P losses from agriculture (Kirkkala et al. 2012; 
Lyngsie et al. 2015; Karczmarczyk and Bus, 2014). Kirkkala et al. (2012), for example, studied the 
performance of three large filters, involving the use of lime as the reactive medium, for a period of 1.5 
to 6.5 years. The use of the filters yielded promising results, as reductions in the masses of total and 
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dissolved P were 60-82% and 46-60%, respectively. Within the Baltic Sea region, however, P-removal 
structures are still under development and require the identification of critical factors in their 
efficiency. 
 
1.3.2.2 Dissolution/desorption studies and recovery of P 
 
Dissolution/desorption studies should complement P retention studies because part of the previously 
retained P may be released under certain conditions. For Ca-rich materials, this includes decreases in 
the concentrations of P, Ca or hydroxide in the pore solution (Diaz et al. 1994). In agricultural runoff 
treatment, such conditions are likely to occur in high flow conditions or during reduced delivery of 
soluble species from the reactive material (I). On the other hand, desorption of P from Fe-rich materials 
occurs when a P-saturated filter receives influents with the negligible presence of P. In desorption 
studies with a P-saturated iron sludge, for example, Chardon et al. (2012) recorded a P release of 37% 
after introducing a P-free solution into the filter. 
One option for recovering P from spent Ca-rich filters is to apply them as soil amendments. 
Cucarella, (2009), for example, who performed pot experiments ryegrass while applying P-saturated 
Filtra P, Polonite and wollastonite, observed a higher yield than with the potassium phosphate 
treatment. Recovering P from Fe-rich filters can be achieved with the use of alkalis. Sibrell et al. (2009) 
and Streat et al. (2008), for example, who conducted regeneration experiments with P-saturated Fe-
hydroxides, regenerated between 76% and 94% of previously retained P by applying 0.1 M NaOH. 
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2. Objectives and hypotheses of the study 
 
The moderate research on large P-removal structures highlights the need to test and identify new 
potential P-retaining materials as well as to establish standard protocols for performing material 
characterization. The present study aims to establish such protocols and to scale up the application of a 
potential P-retaining material. Moreover, this study encompasses a scenario characteristic for high 
northern latitudes which includes material weathering as a result of freezing-thawing and high-flow 
conditions due to rapid snowmelt in spring. 
 
These were the specific objectives of the study: 
 
- To compile information and make a comprehensive review on the P retention/release 
mechanisms of different materials in batch and flow-through experiments and to conduct a 
process-based review of meso- and large-scale applications for treating municipal wastewater and 
agricultural runoff (Paper I). 
 
- To evaluate the P retention/release properties of Fe-rich, as well as fresh and weathered Ca-rich 
materials available in Finland, in laboratory flow-through tests and various extractions (Paper II).  
 
- To assess the P retention potential of one promising material for treating P-loaded tap and river 
waters containing an influent P concentration that is one order of magnitude lower than that in the 
laboratory experiments by constructing a meso-scale set-up that reflected frequent changes in 
RTs (Paper III).   
 
- To observe the P retention of a promising material in field conditions by constructing a larger-
scale set-up that received influent P concentrations that were at least two orders of magnitude 
lower than the one applied in the laboratory (Paper III). 
 
The hypotheses involved the following:  
 
a) Weathering of the materials reduces the amounts of soluble species (e.g., Ca2+ and OH-), thus 
diminishing their ability to retain P through the precipitation of Ca-phosphates. Measuring the 
amounts of Ca in the effluents as well as pH and EC measurements could serve to monitor the 
release of soluble species. 
 
b) Precipitation or sorption-controlled P retention mechanisms could be recognized by placing P-
saturated materials into solutions with variable pH. Calcium-phosphates dissolve with decreasing 
pH, whereas increasing pH releases P bound to Fe-hydroxide surfaces. 
 
c) Some studies have shown the effect of the influent P concentration on the P sorption capacity of a 
material; the lower the concentration of P in the influent, the lower the P sorption of the filter. In 
the present study, scaling up the application of the reactive material anticipates this effect. 
 
d) The construction of a meso-scale set-up enabling adjustment of the influent flow as well as the 
addition of river water as a feed solution would serve to estimate the affinity of the reactive 
material for phosphates under different RTs and the presence of DOC. 
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e) In the large-scale set-up, the P sorption capacity of the material would potentially decline due to 
the presence of organic matter and microbial growth within the filter. Another challenge could be 
the ability of a large filter to treat peak flows. 
 
3. Materials and methods 
 
Potential P-retaining materials included commercial products such as Sachtofer PR® (also referred to as 
Sachtofer), Filtra P®, and Filtralite P® (also referred to as Filtralite), by-products of industrial activities 
(steel slag, mine drainage residual, biotite) and a reference material (e.g., a sand sample from the Bs 
horizon of a forest soil). Papers II and III present detailed descriptions of the chemical composition of 
the materials and their origins. Taking into account their chemical composition, Sachtofer, the steel 
slag, Filtra P and Filtralite possessed a high Ca content, whereas the MDR, biotite and sand were rich 
in Fe/Al.  
Replicate samples were employed in the laboratory experiments, but due to time and financial 
constraints, the meso- and large-scale set-ups involved a single filter each. Figure 2 presents the 
characteristics of the laboratory, meso- and large-scale set-ups, as well as the measurement methods 
and devices used to determine various parameters. 
 
3.1 Chemical characterization of the materials 
 
A short description of the laboratory methods appears below. To determine the total content of the 
reactive elements (Ca, Mg, Fe and Al) as well as the concentrations of heavy metals, the materials were 
extracted with a mixture of nitric/hydrochloric acid (HNO3/HCl). In addition, water extractions served 
to determine the amounts of water-extractable Ca (Caw) and Mg (Mgw). To determine the amounts of 
amorphous Fe/Al hydroxides, the materials were extracted with an acidic oxalate buffer (II). After the 
P retention experiments, H2SO4, hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and hydrofluoric acid (HF) served to 
extract the total P content from the solid materials (II; III). Furthermore, particles of fresh and 
weathered slag as well as Sachtofer from the laboratory tests, were observed and analyzed for their 
chemical composition with an electron microscope.  
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Figure 2. From laboratory to large-scale application: Parameters such as masses of P-retaining 
materials, influent P concentrations, RTs and various extractions used in the process of material 
characterization 
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3.2 Laboratory P retention/release experiments with fresh and weathered 
materials 
 
In addition to the fresh Ca-rich materials, the laboratory P retention tests also involved their weathered 
counterparts. The weathering served to leach out soluble species such as Ca2+ and OH-, the ions that 
control the precipitation of Ca-phosphates (II). This would facilitate the recognition of the P retention 
mechanism, but also reveal whether changes due to weathering influence the performance of Ca-rich 
filters. Paper II presents a detailed description of the weathering process. 
Material masses of 6 or 12 g (four or six replicates) underwent the laboratory flow-through tests, 
which involved the use of a vacuum extractor, in order to obtain similar bed volumes in the columns 
(II). Each P application lasted for 30 min so as to permit 50 ml of P solution (50 mg/l) to pass through 
the columns (see Figure 3). Although such a relatively high P concentration is rare in agricultural 
runoff, it served to estimate the ability of the materials to retain substantial amounts of P and to 
compare the materials. As one of the most promising materials due not only to its relatively high P 
retention even after the weathering process, but also to its availability in large quantities, Sachtofer 
further served as a reactive medium in meso- and large-scale set-ups (III, Figure 2). 
 
Figure 3. The vacuum extractor equipped with 24 syringes (left; photo: Aleksandar Klimeski) and the 
set-up of syringes showing the material-to-solution-ratio (right; photo modified from the SampleTech 
manual).  
 
Dissolution/desorption tests served to identify the P retention mechanisms and to estimate the ability of 
the materials to hold the previously retained amounts of P. Phosphorus-saturated materials (0.4 g; 
material-to-solution ratio of 1:100) were placed into deionized water of variable pH, the pH was 
adjusted by adding acid (HCl) or alkali (NaOH). In addition, P-saturated materials (1.5 or 2 g: material-
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to-solution ratio of 1:2500 or 1:3333) were extracted with a large volume of water over a period of one 
month (II). 
 
3.3 Meso-scale Sachtofer filter 
 
The meso-scale set-up consisted of a cylindrical column (Ø = 30 cm; H = 40 cm) filled with 20 kg of 
Sachtofer (bulk density of 1 g/cm3) and two tanks (V = 1 m3) for collecting influents and effluents 
(Figure 4). Sachtofer was packed into two layers separated by a layer of fine gravel (up to 5 mm). The 
gravel was also placed at the bottom of the column to facilitate an even flow within the reactive 
medium. This experiment used considerably lower influent concentrations (up to 6 mg P/l) of P than 
did the laboratory tests. The water flow through the column was preliminarily set at 20 l/h (RT = 18 
min) to ensure the proper performance of the system despite the limited capacity of the storage tanks; 
afterwards, the RT was frequently reduced to 5 min. The performance of the meso-scale set-up was 
followed in the laboratory from October 2011 to August 2012. Paper III provides details about the 
experimental set-up.  
 
 
Figure 4. A sketch and snapshot (photo: Aleksandar Klimeski) of the meso-scale set-up (III) 
 
During the first half of the test period (0-3900 pore volumes - PV), tap water served as a feed solution 
and afterwards, until the termination of the experiment, the column was fed with river water. Both 
types of feed solutions were enriched with P by adding KH2PO4 solution and the influent was 
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thoroughly mixed before the start of each batch. The effluents were then discarded during the 
introduction of the first 1300 PV. Then, after the exhaustion of soluble species, to save tap water and 
avoid the need for a constant supply of river water, the set-up experienced recirculation mode, so that 
all the effluents were pumped back into the influent tank (III).  
Influent and effluent samples, at points 1 and 2 (Figure 4), were manually taken once or twice on 
a daily basis. Some parameters such as the pH and EC of the influents and effluents were determined 
on the sampling day, but afterwards the samples were frozen and later analyzed for their water quality 
parameters (dissolved P, total Ca, total S, DOC; see Figure 2). 
The water flow through the meso-scale filter was determined by filling up a volumetric flask (V = 
500 ml) with an effluent while recording the time. To determine the active PV of the meso-scale filter, 
the water from a fully saturated column was drained off by gravity for three hours and collected in a 
pre-weighed vessel; the PV of the gravel was previously determined. Determination of the PV 
permitted calculation of the RT within the column as follows:  
 
RT (min) = PV/Q                                                                                                                             Eq. (1) 
 
PV = pore volume (l) 
Q = water flow (l/min) 
 
3.4 Large Sachtofer filter 
 
The P removal efficiency of Sachtofer in field conditions was investigated in a large-scale set-up 
(Figure 5) that received agricultural runoff from about 17 ha of cropland (the soil type was clay loam). 
The mass of Sachtofer was about seven tons, and the system was monitored between August 2010 and 
December 2012 (III). Measurements of the water quality in spring 2010 showed that the concentration 
of dissolved P in the runoff was around 300 µg/l, which was considered high enough for establishing 
the filter. Surface runoff and drainage water from the agricultural land entered a sedimentation pond 
(1000 m2) planted with common reed (Phragmites australis). The flow from the pond was directed to a 
nearby sump; adjusting the height of a 110-mm polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe served to regulate the 
flow that entered the filter. The site also incorporated a by-pass pipe (Ø = 400 mm) for conducting 
extra flows; the by-pass pipe directed an estimated 80% of the annual flow. 
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Figure 5. A sketch and snapshot (photo: Aaro Närvänen) of the large filter (III). The length (L) and 
height (H) of the filter were 6 m and 0.8 m, respectively. 
 
A V-notch weir located at the outflow point served to measure the flow through the filter. A ruler was 
placed 30 cm upstream from the weir, and the height of the water table was recorded mostly at intervals 
varying between one day and one week, depending on changes in the influent flow. For the large filter, 
the flow was calculated using the formula for a V-notch of 90º; calibration confirmed the applicability 
of the equation.  
 
Q = 0.0498 × h2.5                       Eq. (2) 
 
Q = flow (m3/h) 
h = height of the water table above the V-notch (cm) 
 
To measure the RT within the filter, in spring 2012 a methylene blue dye was injected into the influent 
and the time until the color appeared in the effluent was measured. For water quality monitoring, grab 
samples from the influents and effluents were manually taken twice a week until summer 2011 when 
the structure was equipped with automatic samplers that sampled the water at the inflow and outflow 
points every second hour. These composite samples were taken on the same day when measuring the 
flow, at intervals varying mostly between one day and one week. The obtained samples were frozen 
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and analyzed later for dissolved P and occasionally for DOC (Figure 2). On the sampling day, the pH 
and EC of the influents and effluents were recorded. 
 
3.5 Calculations and data analysis 
 
3.5.1 Cumulative P retentions and estimation of P retention maxima 
 
The cumulative amounts of retained P for all the filters were calculated by summing up the amount of 
retained P after each P application for the laboratory and meso-scale filters, or after a designated period 
of time for the large filter (mostly up to one week) (II, III). All the calculations in the present study 
regarding cumulative P retentions and estimates refer to the amounts of dissolved P (PO4-P). The 
amounts of retained P were calculated as follows: 
 
Pretention (mg/g) = Vs × (Cin - Cout) / m                                                                                          Eq. (3)                   
 
Vs = volume of the influent (l) 
Cin and Cout = P concentrations in the influent and effluent, respectively (mg/l) 
m = initial mass of the reactive material (g) 
 
For the meso-scale filter, the mass was corrected for a water content of 30%. The mass of the large 
filter was calculated using the volume (~ 6 m3) and the bulk density of Sachtofer as supplied by the 
manufacturer (1.2 g/cm3) (III). 
Cumulative P retention curves for the materials used in the laboratory flow-through tests as well 
as for the meso- and large-scale filter were fitted to exponential (one- or two-phase association) models 
with GraphPad Prism 4.03 (Motulsky, 2005) (II, III). The fittings also served to assess the P retention 
maxima. The exponential equations for fitting the cumulative P retentions appear below:  
 
One-phase association: Y = Smax× (1 - exp(- k × X))                                                                       Eq. (4) 
Two-phase association: Y = Smax1× (1 - exp(- k1 × X) + (Smax2× (1 - exp(- k2 × X))                        Eq. (5) 
 
Y = cumulative P retention, (mg/g) 
X = cumulative P input in the columns, (mg/g) 
Smax = estimates of the P retention maxima, (mg/g) 
k, k1 and k2 = constants which describe the kinetics of P retention, (g/mg) 
 
The one-phase association takes into account the binding on the near-surface plane, whereas the two-
phase association depicts the accumulation of phosphate on two planes or different retention 
mechanisms or affinities. Two-phase association models were applied for materials (Filtralite and 
MDR) that clearly had a second sorption maximum after the sorption curve had initially started to level 
off (II). 
 
3.5.2 Correlations between the P content in Sachtofer and effluent P concentration 
 
For the meso- and large-scale filters, the correlations between the P/Feox molar ratios and the effluent P 
concentrations incorporate the data obtained after the release of soluble species from Sachtofer (i.e., the 
mass of Feox in the filters remained constant after cumulative P additions of 3.4 and 0.07 mg/g, 
respectively) (III). The hypothesis takes into account that the cumulative retained P amounts, corrected 
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for the loss of mass of 70%, remained in the systems due to their sorption onto Fe-hydroxide surfaces. 
Due to the influence of the influent P concentration on the correlations, the data for the meso-scale 
filter were grouped according to the amounts of P in the influent: 0.003-0.03, 0.03-0.09 and 0.09-0.19 
mmol/l. The laboratory filter represents the most weathered batch of Sachtofer (W4), and the graph 
includes the values from the beginning of the test (III). 
 
3.5.3 Calcium – DOC complexation and calculation of saturation indices for Ca-
phosphates/carbonates 
 
The acid dissociation of DOC and its complexation reactions with Ca2+ introduced by Römkens et al. 
(1996), were modified and incorporated into MINEQL+: 
 
DOC2- + H+ ↔ HDOC-                                                                                                                                                      log K = 8.5                   
DOC2- + 2H+ ↔ H2DOC                                                                                                  log K = 13                   
Ca2+ + DOC2- + H+ ↔ CaHDOC+                                                                                                       log K = 4.4                   
Ca2+ + DOC2- ↔ CaDOC                                                                                                          log K = -6                      
 
Calcium-DOC complexation modeling and calculation of saturation indices (SI) involved quality 
parameters of effluents obtained at the beginning of the large-scale experiment and after the 
introduction of P-spiked river water as a feed solution in the meso-scale set-up (Supplemental 
information in Paper III). For the laboratory tests, the calculation of SI included measured values for 
the pH, EC, Ca, P and S concentrations in a limited number of alkaline and neutral effluents from 
different columns (Supplemental information in Paper II). The systems were open to the atmosphere, 
and the partial CO2 pressure was set to 10-3.5 atm. The equation provided by Russell, (1976) served to 
estimate the ionic strength (I) of the solutions: 
 
I (mol/l) = 1.6 × 10-5 × EC                                                                                                                Eq. (6) 
    
EC = electrical conductivity (µS/cm)  
 
The program considered only a few input parameters and did not fully define the systems, and in all 
cases it calculated misbalances in favor of anions (Supplemental information in Paper II, III). To 
compensate for the misbalances, equivalent amounts of potassium (K) were introduced into the models. 
Introducing K into the models was reasonable, as it did not affect the ionic products of the solids in 
MINEQL+, and KH2PO4 also served as a feed solution in the P retention experiments (Supplemental 
information in Paper II, III). 
 
3.5.4 Statistical  analysis 
 
GraphPad Prism 4.03 and MS Excel 2007 software served to calculate the replicate means and standard 
errors of the means for the P retention parameters. In addition, the linear regressions and goodness of 
fit of the correlations Caw vs. P retention/Smax, Feox vs. P retention/Smax, P/Feox in Sactofer vs. the 
effluent P concentration and total Ca vs. total S in the effluents were also determined (II, III). 
Sigmaplot 12.5 served to interpolate between the data and to plot the dependency PV vs. RT vs. 
discrete P removal for the meso- and large-scale filters (III). 
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4. Results  
 
4.1 Chemical characterization of the materials 
 
The initial screening, which employed pH/EC measurements as well as the extractions with water, 
acidic oxalate buffer and strong acids, served to identify important properties of the materials, such as 
the amounts of reactive elements and changes in the relative amounts of Ca/Fe in the weathered 
materials. The materials can be classified into three groups, according to the amounts of reactive 
elements: Ca-rich materials (e.g., Filtra P, steel slag, and Filtralite), Fe-rich materials (e.g., MDR) and a 
Ca/Fe rich material (Sachtofer) (II). 
The steel slag possessed the highest total concentration of Ca (about 300 mg/g) and an EC of 
7800 µS/cm, whereas Sachtofer contained the largest amount of Caw (73 mg/g) (Table 1 in Paper II). 
Of the Fe-rich materials, the MDR contained the largest amount of total Fe (490 mg/g). The amounts of 
oxalate-extractable Fe from the weathered Sachtofer and MDR represented 20-55% of the total Fe 
content, suggesting a significant presence of amorphous Fe-hydroxides (II).  
As a result of the weathering process, the amounts of total and water-extractable Ca in the slag 
and Sachtofer declined due to the dissolution of gypsum (CaSO4), calcium oxide (CaO) and/or calcium 
hydroxide (Ca(OH)2). In particular, the amount of Caw differed between the fresh and most weathered 
counterparts of the materials mentioned. For Filtralite, weathering only slightly decreased the total Ca 
content, whereas Filtra P showed an increase in the amount of Caw for the weathered material. This 
finding may stem from the disintegration of particles with time, thus causing the disclosure and 
solubilization of new Ca-containing compounds (II). 
The leaching of heavy metals from P-filters may pose a serious burden on aquatic biota. The 
concentrations of heavy metals in fresh and weathered materials were compared to the maximum 
permissible values in soil amendments, due to the lack of guidelines for P-filters in Finland and other 
EU countries (Supplemental information in Paper II). All the values, except those for Cr in Sachtofer 
and the slag, were below the guidelines. Finnish legislation, however, considers a limit for the water-
soluble toxic form Cr(VI) (less than 2 mg/kg), and the increase in the relative concentration of total Cr 
in the weathered materials suggested that no leaching had occurred (II). 
 
4.2 Laboratory P retention and release experiments 
 
4.2.1 Phosphorus retentions by Ca-rich materials  
 
Initially, two features characterized the effluents from the columns with fresh Filtra P, slag and 
Filtralite: alkaline pH and a significant presence of Ca (II). However, their corresponding values 
showed certain differences. For example, the initial pH and Ca concentrations in the effluents for these 
materials fell in the ranges 10.5–13 and 17–600 mg/l, respectively. During the course of the tests with 
the slag and Filtra P, the formation of white precipitates impaired the water flow within the columns. 
To restore the flow, the 0.2 µm-filters under the columns were replaced and also the materials were 
flushed with water (II). At the end of the tests, the pH of the effluents landed in the neutral range, while 
the Ca concentrations remained below 10 mg/l (Figure 3 in Paper II). For the weathered materials, 
however, lower pH and Ca concentrations in the effluents were measured than in the corresponding 
fresh counterparts. 
Initially, the discrete removal of P was the highest for Filtra P and the slag; both materials 
removed virtually all of the P in the influent. Yet, at the beginning of the experiment, Filtralite removed 
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only 50% of the phosphates. A more rapid decrease in the discrete removal of P was registered for the 
slag and Filtralite, whereas the one for Filtra P remained at a higher level during the course of the 
experiment. This feature was closely related to the constant supply of Ca2+ and OH- ions from the latter 
material (II).  
The cumulative amounts of P retained by the fresh Ca-rich materials differed significantly, 
ranging between 1.1 and 24 mg P/g for Filtralite and Filtra P, respectively (Table 1). For the slag and 
Filtralite, cumulative P retentions closely matched the estimated Smax values, as these materials 
achieved almost complete saturation. Nevertheless, the amounts of P extracted from the P-saturated 
slag and Filtra P were significantly lower than from the cumulative retained ones. This discrepancy 
may stem from the removal of the white precipitates from the columns with the slag and Filtra P during 
the course of the experiments (II). 
 
Table 1. The number of P applications, mean cumulative and estimated P retentions, as well as other 
selected parameters for the fresh (W0) and weathered materials (W1-W4). The numbers in parentheses 
represent standard errors of the means (SEM) (II). 
   
P 
app. 
Added P 
 
Cum 
ret. Extr. P 
Smax 
 
Ret. 
const. 
k 
Ret. of the 
total P 
input 
 
P retent., 
last app. 
   ---------------------------------mg/g------------------------------- g/mg P % % 
Filtra P W0 159 33.1 24.6 (0.39) 3.9 (0.28) 53.2 (0.8) 0.019 
(0.0004) 
74.2 (1.19) 40 (2.35) 
W1 74 15.4 4.9 (0.12) 2.9 (0.1) 69 (33.24) 0.005 (0.003) 32.4 (0.79) 24.4 
(1.17) 
W2 121 25.2 11.7 (1.32) 4.6 (0.16) NA NA 46.6 (5.23) 43.8 
(5.56) 
Slag W0 134 27.9 16.2 (1.41) 9.6 (0.24) 19.8 (0.43) 0.06 (0.002) 57.9 (5.05) 10 (2.97) 
W1 74 15.4 6.5 (0.39) 5.6 (2) 9.9 (0.41) 0.07 (0.005) 42.2 (2.56) 16 (2.04) 
W2 74 15.4 4.9 (0.33) 3.8 (0.23) 6.1 (0.18) 0.12 (0.007) 32 (2.1) 8.5 (0.46) 
Filtralite W0 44 18.3 1.1 (0.07) 1.6 (0.04) 1.1 (0.03) 0.18 (0.014) 6.3 (0.8) 1.4 (0.24) 
W1 44 18.3 1.4 (0.17) 1.9 (0.12) 1.6 (0.1) 0.1 (0.012) 7.6 (0.96) 3.4 (1) 
W2 44 18.3 1.3 (0.05) 1.9 (0.05) 1.6 (0.04) 0.09 (0.004) 7.1 (0.28) 3.5 (0.5) 
Sachtofer 
 
W0 40 16.5 6.8 (0.16) 7.1 (0.12) 9.9 (0.2) 0.07 (0.002) 41.3 (0.95) 25 (2.94) 
W1 92 38.3 19 (0.33) 34.6 (0.04) 55.2 (2.2) 0.01 (0.0005) 49.7 (0.86) 38.5 
(0.43) 
W2 92 38.3 20.7 (0.19) 31.5 (0.02) 53.9 (1.04) 0.01 (0.0003) 54 (0.51) 30.9 
(0.31) 
W3 92 38.3 19.4 (0.47) 20.6 (0.09) 31 (0.57) 0.03 (0.0007) 50.6 (1.24) 24.3 
(1.19) 
W4 92 38.3 15.2 (0.12) 11.1 (0.02) 20.8 (0.13) 0.03 (0.0003) 39.6 (0.32) 21.7 
(0.11) 
MDR W0 90 37.4 12.4 (0.28) 14 (0.02) 18.6 (0.7) 0.03 (0.002) 33.2 (1.95) 6.9 (0.37) 
Sand W0 13 2.7 1.3 (0.005) 2.8 (0.05) 1.39 (0.03) 0.82 (0.03) 48.8 (0.18) 11.2 
(0.29) 
Biotite W0 8 1.7 0.013 (0.004) 0.9 (0.19) 0.016 
(0.003) 
2.2 (1.06) 0.8 (0.26) 0 
a NA = not applicable 
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Figure 6 presents images of the steel slag’s surface obtained with an electron microscope as well as the 
elemental composition at that area. The relatively well-defined structures in the fresh slag changed into 
“flake-like” structures, most probably as a result of the precipitation of Ca-phosphates/carbonates. 
Figure 6b presents the accumulation of P in the saturated slag. 
 
 
 
Figure 6. a) The existence of defined structures on the surface of the fresh slag (left) and the formation 
of “flake-like” arrangements on the surface of its saturated counterpart (right) 
b) Elemental composition of the surfaces of the fresh (left) and P-saturated slags (right) 
(photos and spectrograms: Marianna Kemell) 
 
4.2.2 Phosphorus retentions by Fe-rich materials  
 
Similar to the Ca-rich materials, the MDR and weathered Sachtofer (W4) efficiently retained 
phosphates (Table 1). These materials also supplied certain ions to the solutions: increased 
concentrations of Ca, S and Fe (30 mg/l, 260 mg/l and 60 mg/l, respectively) were registered for the 
MDR, whereas the weathered Sachtofer provided a moderate supply of Ca2+ and SO42- ions. The 
effluents for the MDR were acidic, and for the weathered Sachtofer, slightly alkaline (II).  
Initially, the discrete removal of P by the MDR and Sachtofer (W4) was similar (between 75% 
and 80%). In the course of the test, however, the efficiency gradually decreased and finally landed 
below 22% (Table 1). Neither of the materials reached complete saturation at the end of the 
experiments. Consequently, the estimated Smax values were higher than the measured cumulative P 
retentions (II). 
The MDR and weathered Sachtofer retained significant amounts of P (12.4 and 15 mg/g, 
respectively). However, the amount of P extracted from the MDR and weathered Sachtofer, after the P 
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saturation tests, closely matched the cumulative P retentions (see Table 1). Related to the total Fe 
amounts in the materials, the P/Fe molar ratios at the end of the experiments were 0.05 and 0.16 for the 
MDR and Sachtofer (W4), respectively (II).  
 
4.2.3 Dissolution/desorption experiments with Ca- and Fe-rich materials  
 
Different release properties of the P-saturated materials were observed during the pH-manipulation 
experiments (Figure 5 in Paper II). The release of P from the Fe-rich materials reached the maximum 
in alkaline solutions, whereas the opposite occurred for the Ca-rich materials. For the fresh and 
weathered Sachtofer, however, the contrasting release of P implies the possible existence of two 
distinct P retention mechanisms: precipitation-controlled for the fresh and sorption-controlled for the 
weathered material. In the pH range 5-6, Filtralite released the largest relative amount of P (30%), 
whereas Filtra P released only 1.7% of the retained P.  
During the prolonged water extractions in the laboratory, the materials released variable amounts 
of P (between 0.1 and 1.6 mg/g) (Table 3 in Paper II). The release of P from the Ca-rich materials 
varied between 2.7% and 35% of the total retained P, whereas the respective values for the weathered 
Sachtofer and MDR were about 5% and 11%, respectively (see Table 3 in Paper II). 
 
4.3 Upscaled application of Sachtofer 
 
4.3.1 Release of soluble species from the laboratory and meso-scale Sachtofer filters  
 
As discussed previously, Sachtofer contains readily soluble compounds that substantially increase the 
ionic strength of the pore water (II). Aside from the variations in the RTs and quality parameters of the 
influents, all the filters initially increased the EC up to 2000 µS/cm and, finally, below 500 µS/cm 
(Figure 2 in Paper III). This implies that the gypsum and Ca(OH)2 dissolved relatively rapidly. Figure 
7 presents the correlation between the amounts of Ca and S in the effluents and the corresponding EC 
values obtained in the laboratory and meso-scale set-ups.  
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Figure 7. Concentrations of Ca and S in relation to the EC of the effluents in the laboratory and meso-
scale set-ups (III) 
 
In the laboratory and meso-scale set-ups, the S/Ca mass ratio of the effluents can verify the elimination 
of Ca from the pore water (III). The higher S/Ca mass ratio for the meso-scale filter most probably 
stemmed from the more efficient precipitation of Ca-phosphates, as the RT in this set-up (18 min) was 
greater than that in the laboratory (1 min). However, the concentration of Ca correlated linearly with 
the EC. The dissolution of CaSO4 causes the Sachtofer granules to disintegrate, and the loss of this 
binder within the material causes it to become porous while developing a highly brittle structure (see 
Figure 8a). In addition, the relative amount of Fe in the weathered Sachtofer increases (Table 1 in 
Paper II). Figure 8b shows the accumulation of P and the increase in the relative amount of Fe in the P-
saturated Sachtofer. 
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Figure 8. a) An ordered structure in the fresh Sachtofer (CaSO4 crystals) and amorphous compounds, 
most probably Fe-hydroxides) (left) and the formation of an irregular, highly brittle structure in the 
saturated Sachtofer (right) 
b) Elemental composition of the fresh (left) and P-saturated Sachtofer’s surfaces (right)  
(photos and spectrograms: Marianna Kemell) 
 
4.3.2 Cumulative P additions and retentions by the Sachtofer filters 
 
The efficiency of the Sachtofer filters seized at different points of P saturation. At those points, the 
amounts of P added to the columns ranged between 38 mg/g and 0.22 mg/g for the laboratory and large 
filters, respectively. In the meso-scale set-up, before the introduction of the river water as a feed 
solution, 4.2 mg P/g had been loaded into the system, yielding a retention of 65% (Figure 10, III). 
In autumn 2010, the large filter received about 70 g of dissolved P, an additional 670 g in 2011, 
and 860 g more in 2012 (III). The input of P depended on seasonal variations in the water flow, and 
most of the P was delivered to the large filter in spring due to rapid snowmelt, and in autumn as a result 
of increased rainfalls. April 2011 and the period from September to the end of 2011, for example, saw 
the major transport of P, accounting for about 95% of the total supply of P in that year. Similar to this, 
in 2012, the high flow conditions in spring and autumn contributed to the transport of the major mass 
of P (about 85%) (Figure 9).   
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Figure 9. Cumulative amounts of added P and P retained by the large filter and the cumulative volume 
of water that passed through it (III) 
 
The cumulative P retentions captured by the filters differed significantly as the scale of application 
increased: 19 mg/g for the laboratory filter, 3.2 mg/g for the meso-scale filter, and 0.06 mg/g for the 
large filter (see Figure 10). This represents a decline of nearly three orders of magnitude. At the same 
time, a similar reduction occurred in the influent P concentration. The laboratory filter efficiently 
retained phosphates until the end of the test without exhibiting any apparent saturation, whereas the P 
retention curves for the meso-scale and large filters started leveling off. Also, the efficiency of the 
meso-scale filter declined after the introduction of river water. The estimated Smax values for the 
laboratory and meso-scale filters were higher than the cumulative retention because they did not 
achieve complete saturation. 
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Figure 10. Cumulative P retentions by the laboratory, meso- and large-scale filters in relation to the 
added amounts of P. Both additions and retentions relate to the initial mass of Sachtofer. Dotted lines 
represent influent P concentrations (III). 
 
Initially, in all set-ups, Sachtofer accomplished considerable discrete P removals (60-87%), likely due 
to the precipitation of Ca-phosphates. Although system parameters differed widely at different scales, 
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Sachtofer still performed well and retained between 28% and 50% of the total P input (III). For the 
large filter, the reduction in the mass of dissolved P in 2010 was 53%; thereafter, in 2011 and 2012, the 
efficiency decreased to 35% and 16%, respectively. Thus, the reduction efficiency halved each year. 
The total amounts of P extracted from the P-saturated Sachtofer were larger than the cumulative 
P retentions: 34 mg/g for the laboratory filter, 12 mg/g for the meso-scale filter, and 0.2 mg/g for the 
large-scale filters. This finding stems from the loss of mass (about 70%) that Sachofer exhibited during 
the retention tests while retaining most of the P mass introduced into the systems. The above-
mentioned value for the meso-scale filter represents an average of the amounts extracted from the 
different layers. At the inflow, the P content in the filter was 15.5 mg/g, whereas at the outflow the 
respective value was 8 mg/g. This suggests that the meso-scale filter failed to reach full saturation. 
 
4.3.3 Correlations between water flows/RTs and discrete P removal in the meso- and large-scale 
set-ups 
 
Figure 11 shows the dependency PV vs. RT vs. discrete removal of P for the meso- and large-scale 
Sachtofer filters. Graphs 11a and 11b incorporate the values obtained when the influent P 
concentrations in the meso-scale set-up remained in the highest and the lowest range, respectively. The 
latter influent P concentrations match closer those in the large-scale set-up (Figure 11c). The grid 
planes representing the interpolated values for the discrete P removal incorporate relatively well the 
experimental results. On the other hand, the interpolation was poor for the large filter (grid plane not 
shown). As the meso-scale filter received the highest influent P concentrations tested (0.09-0.19 
mmol/l), the discrete P removal gradually decreased; most likely due to the reduced supply of Ca2+ and 
OH- from Sachtofer while the RT remained mostly at 18 min. However, the RT and discrete P removal 
showed no clear correlation, as the influent P concentration remained below 0.09 mmol/l. As the P 
content in the meso-scale filter increased with time, frequent desorption took place at influent P 
concentrations below 0.03 mmol/l (Figure 11). 
Figure 11 shows that the RTs and the large filter’s corresponding discrete removal of P showed 
no significant correlation. During the 2.5-year period, the flow through the large filter fluctuated 
between 0.01 and 3 l/s, and peak flows occurred during October 2010 and April 2011 (between 2 and 3 
l/s) due to rainfall and spring snowmelt, respectively. At these peak flows, however, the discrete P 
removal by the filter exceeded 50%. Later, in 2011 and 2012, the flow did not exceed 0.8 l/s, and the 
discrete P removals gradually decreased to below 10%. The RTs were not directly measured, but the 
interval of the RTs can be calculated by taking into account the filter’s volume (6 m3) and its porosity 
(30%). The water flow in the field set-up fluctuated between 0.01 and 3 l/s, thus providing RTs of 50 h 
and 10 min, respectively (III). Theoretically, this suggests that the large filter maintained sufficient 
contact time with the influents, even under high flow conditions. In spring 2012, however, preferential 
flows on the filter’s surface were registered within a minute, marked with blue dye. This suggests that 
the RTs within the large filter actually remained well below the theoretically calculated ones, perhaps 
because only a small part of the filter was active in the later stage of the test. 
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Figure 11. Discrete removal of P by the meso- (upper graph, influent P concentrations between 0.09 
and 0.19 mmol/l; middle graph, influent P concentrations between 0.003 and 0.03) and large-scale 
(bottom graph, influent P concentrations below 0.008 mmol/l) Sachtofer filters in relation to RTs and 
PVs. The grid planes represent the interpolated values, while the black markers indicate the 
experimental results. The RTs for the large filter represent the calculated values; no direct 
measurements took place (III). 
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4.3.4 Correlations between the content of P in the Sachtofer filters and the effluent P 
concentrations  
 
This section explores the correlations between the P content in the Sachtofer filters and effluent P 
concentrations under broad variation in the RTs, fluctuating between 1 min in the laboratory set-up to, 
most likely, more than 24 hours during base-flow conditions in the large-scale set-up (III). As 
Sachtofer achieved higher P saturation in the laboratory tests (II), the P/Feox molar ratio in the material 
reached 0.35, whereas the large-scale filter yielded the lowest value (0.01) (Figure 12).  
Taking into account the small (6-g) and meso-scale filters, comparable ultimate P saturations 
were calculated while the P concentration in the effluent was an order of magnitude higher in the 
laboratory due to the application of the significant influent P concentration and a relatively short RT. 
The slope of the linear correlation between the P/Feox molar ratio and the effluent P concentration rises 
from 0.3 to 0.55 as the influent P concentrations in meso-scale set-up increase (Figure 12). 
The ultimate saturation of Fe-hydroxides in the large filter at the end of the test, with the P/Feox 
molar ratio remaining below 0.01, was negligible (III). In this case, the linear correlation poorly 
explained the relationship between the P/Feox and the concentration of P in effluents, most probably 
due to the improper contact between the filter and influents (preferential flows) and variations in the 
influent P concentration. 
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Figure 12. Phosphorus concentrations in the effluents in the laboratory, meso- and large-scale filters in 
relation to the P/Feox molar ratios in Sachtofer. For the meso-scale set-up, the values are grouped 
according to the influent P concentration (0.003-0.03, 0.03-0.09 and 0.09-0.19 mmol/l) (III). 
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5. Discussion  
 
5.1 Phosphorus retentions by the Ca-rich materials in the laboratory flow-through 
tests 
 
In the present study, the slag, Filtra P and Filtralite efficiently retained P as long as they delivered 
significant amounts of Ca2+ and OH- ions to the solutions, suggesting the formation of Ca-phosphates 
in the columns (see Figure 3 in Paper II). An additional behavior in support of this mechanism was the 
release of more P from the P-saturated materials in solutions with an acidic pH. In addition, the positive 
saturation indices for hydroxiapatite, aragonite and calcite in the pH range 10.4–11.6 potentially 
indicate the precipitation of Ca-phosphates/carbonates in the columns with slag, Filtra P and Filtralite 
(II). In a review paper investigating a broad range of P-retaining materials, Cucarella and Renman, 
(2009) noted a positive correlation between the Ca content and P retention capacity. 
Stoner et al. (2012) stated that significant amounts of Caw coupled with the ability to buffer the 
solution pH above 6.5 may serve as indicators for the P retention capacity of a material. However, the 
correlation between the Caw and the cumulative P retentions in the present study was insignificant (see 
Figure 6 in Paper II). The 3-h water extraction only partly predicted the release of P from Filtra P 
because the material supplied additional soluble species to the solution in the later stages of the 
retention tests as a result of particle disintegration. Jourak et al. (2011) also conducted flow-through 
experiments with Filtra P and obtained a P retention that was one-third the P retention found in the 
present study; this discrepancy probably resulted from their use of coarser particles. 
In laboratory batch experiments, Kostura et al. (2005) and Sakadevan and Bavor, (1998) 
calculated similar and even higher P retentions than the one in the present study for different types of 
slag (e.g., amorphous, crystalline and blast furnace slags). Steel slags accomplish significant initial P 
retention resulting from the dissolution of a soluble alumino-silicate matrix that envelopes CaO, thus 
allowing an abundant supply of Ca2+ and OH- ions to enter solutions (Ziemkiewicz, 1998).  
The results from the present study indicate that the cumulative P retentions by the weathered slag 
and Filtra P represented about 20-30% of those of their fresh counterparts. This difference emphasizes 
one disadvantage of such filters: their efficiency declines after the exhaustion of the supply of soluble 
ions, as occurs after high flow periods or prolonged use of the same material (e.g., in aged filters). Due 
to this property, the material can serve, for example, in treating low-flow waters containing high 
concentrations of P. This would ensure slower exhaustion of the soluble species from the slag while 
maintaining an alkaline pH within the barrier, thereby extending its lifetime.  
 In flow-through tests with Filtralite, Ádám et al. (2007) obtained a P retention of 0.5 mg/g while 
applying an influent P concentration of 5 mg/l. This concentration was one-tenth the concentration 
applied in the present study, which may explain the difference in P retentions. The P retentions by the 
fresh and weathered Filtralite were almost identical, which suggests the presence of an additional P 
retention mechanism. Similar to this, in extractions with P-saturated Filtralite, Ádám et al. (2006) noted 
that a considerable part of the P mass associated with Al.  
 The formation of Ca-phosphates/carbonates within Ca-rich filters may create problems related to 
hydraulic conductivity, whereby the particle size distribution of the reactive medium should adhere to 
certain guidelines. According to the guidelines proposed by the Danish EPA (1999), for example, the 
particle sizes of 10% (d10) and 60% (d60) of the reactive medium should remain in the ranges 0.3-2 mm 
and 0.5-8 mm while the particle diameter ratio d60/d10 should be less than four in order to minimize the 
potential risk of clogging the filters. In field experiments with steel slag, Penn et al. (2012) sieved 
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electric arc furnace slag to 6-10 mm and, during the following five-month period, reported no problems 
in relation to the hydraulic conductivity of the filter.  
In the present study, applying the high influent P concentration significantly increased the P 
retentions of the Ca-rich materials due to the increase in the ionic products of Ca-phosphates, resulting 
in the entrapment of greater masses of P. Thus, most likely, the laboratory tests greatly overestimate the 
potential P retentions of all materials if applied in field conditions; agricultural runoffs rarely contain 
tens of milligrams of P per liter. Additionally, in field conditions, the binding between DOC and Ca2+ 
may suppress the precipitation rate of Ca-phosphates (Song et al. 2006). 
 
5.2 Phosphorus retentions by the Fe-rich materials in the laboratory flow-through 
tests 
 
The MDR and Sachtofer (W4) contained significant amounts of Feox and during the P retention tests 
produced acidic and neutral effluents, respectively. Such properties, supported by the results of pH-
manipulation tests – namely, the greater liberation of P with rising pH – imply the presence of sorption-
controlled P retention (II).  
Other studies have reported similar retentions to those for the MDR and Sachtofer. Chardon et al. 
(2012), for example, noted the relatively high P retention of 16 mg/g of an Fe-rich residual despite a 4-
mg/l concentration of dissolved P in the feed solution. According to Stoner et al. (2012), P retention by 
a material may eventually depend on the amount of Feox. However, the correlation between the 
amounts of Feox and the P retentions of the materials in the present study was poor (see Figure 6 in 
Paper II). Such a finding implies that the results obtained from a single extraction cannot explain the P 
sorption potentials of Fe-rich materials. One explanation for this could be, for example, that crushing 
the materials prior to the oxalate extraction caused more reactive sites to emerge than during the P 
retention tests.  
The relatively high P retentions of the MDR and weathered Sachtofer obtained in the laboratory 
are hardly achievable in large-scale set-ups designed to treat waters with lower P concentrations. High 
concentrations of P, as in the present study, increase the ionic strength of the solution, thus swarming 
the phosphate ions closer to Fe-hydroxide surfaces and promoting the sorption of P (Antelo et al. 
2005). In addition to the effect of the influent P concentration, the presence of DOC, suspended solids 
and algal growth may also compromise P retention in field conditions (Penn and McGrath, 2011; 
Dobbie et al. 2009; Saaremäe et al. 2014). 
 
5.3 Dissolution/desorption of P from the Ca- and Fe-rich materials 
 
In the present study, during the prolonged water extraction, the Ca-rich materials failed to release 
considerable amounts of P, most likely because this extraction excluded the white precipitates that 
formed during the P retentions tests. In general, the release of P from P-saturated Ca-rich materials 
occurs due to the dissolution of previously formed Ca-phosphates incurred by decreases in the 
equilibrium concentrations of Ca2+, PO43- or OH-. In batch tests with waters from the Everglades region 
in Florida, USA, Diaz et al. (1994) noted the dissolution of 50% to 90% of previously formed fresh Ca-
phosphates. Fresh Ca-P precipitates are thermodynamically unstable and convert to hydroxiapatite only 
over time; the solubility of hydroxiapatite at pH 7, for example, is about one order of magnitude lower 
than that of dicalcium phosphate (Valsami-Jones, 2004). However, the release of P may be common for 
Ca-rich filters, as the delivery of soluble species from the material declines or pore water gets diluted 
under high flow conditions.  
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The relative releases of P from the Fe-rich materials were considerably lower than those from the 
Ca-rich ones when the ambient water possessed a neutral pH (II). In such an environment, P binds 
strongly to Fe-hydroxide surfaces, and the reaction is partly reversible if the phosphate group is 
associated as a monodentate surface complex (replacing a single hydroxyl group on the Fe-hydroxide 
surfaces). At low P saturation of a material, bidentate complexes can form (from the replacement of 
two hydroxyl groups), which would release very limited amounts of P. Uusitalo et al. (2012a) placed P-
saturated Sachtofer into a reducing environment that facilitated the conversion of Fe3+ to Fe2+, followed 
with the release of P, but for some reason the authors observed no significant additional release of P. 
 
5.4 Upscaled application of Sachtofer 
 
5.4.1 Release of soluble species from the filters at different scales 
 
The supply of Ca2+, SO42- and OH- from Sachtofer filters supports both major P retention mechanisms: 
the precipitation of Ca-phosphates and the sorption of P to Fe-hydroxide surfaces. In batch tests with a 
chemically similar material (Fe-rich gypsum), Bastin et al. (1999) also recognized the existence of two 
distinct P retention mechanisms. For the first mechanism, the delivery of Ca2+ and OH- increases the 
ionic product for Ca-phosphates, which enables efficient precipitation. The correlation between Ca and 
S in the effluents (see Figure 7) verifies the removal of Ca; the ratio is higher than the anticipated one 
according to the dissolution reaction. At the same time, an increase in the ionic strength of the pore 
water also stimulates the sorption-controlled mechanism, as Ca2+ ions counteract the negative charge 
and also compress the electric double layer around Fe-hydroxide  surfaces (Antelo et al. 2005), which 
would also increase P sorption.  
The concentrations of Ca and S were not measured in the field, but according to the acquired 
values for the EC, they probably fell in the same range as those presented in Figure 7. An estimation of 
the time throughout which Sachtofer delivered soluble species in the large-scale set-up can be 
generated simply by taking into account the water solubility of CaSO4×2H2O (about 2 g/l), its content 
in Sachtofer (4.9 tons) and the volume of water that, on average, passed through the filter. The 
indicated amount of gypsum would dissolve in 2450 m3 of water. On average, the volume of water that 
passed through the filter in one year was 5000 m3, which means that the supply of ions from the filter 
may have seized after about half a year of continuous operation. Figure 9 shows that the cumulative 
amount of water that passed through the large filter reached 5000 m3 in October 2011; at that time, the 
filter caused a minor increase in the EC of the influent, and the P removal efficiency dissipated, due not 
solely to the reduced delivery of soluble species, but also to other factors discussed in Sections 5.4.2 
and 5.4.3 below. 
 
5.4.2 Cumulative P retentions by Sachtofer at different scales 
 
The results of the laboratory tests with Sachtofer indicate that the material can sorb considerable 
amounts of P, and its P sorption capacity is comparable to that of other attractive materials (see Table 1 
in Paper I). As the pH manipulation experiments and water extractions of P-saturated Sachtofer show, 
the largest amount of P in weathered Sachtofer exists as Fe-P associations (II; Uusitalo et al. 2012a). 
Several factors such as the influent P concentration, the presence of DOC, the formation of preferential 
flows and microbial growth in the field-scale filter contributed to the reduction in Sachtofer’s 
cumulative P retention while scaling up its application. 
Similar to the influence of Ca2+ ions, changes in the influent P concentrations affected cumulative 
P retentions. The decrease in the influent P concentration, while increasing the scale, caused a decrease 
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in the ionic products for Ca-phosphates, and thus leading to the capture of smaller masses of P as Ca-P 
precipitates. In the meso- and large-scale set-ups, the lower influent P concentration most likely 
resulted in the less efficient sorption of P onto Fe-hydroxide surfaces, which dissipated the cumulative 
P retentions of these filters (III). 
The lower affinity of the meso-scale Sachtofer filter (i.e., the decrease in the slope of the 
retention curve) after the introduction of river water probably resulted from the competitive sorption of 
RCOO- groups and other ions onto Fe-hydroxide surfaces; this system received 176 g of DOC while 
retaining 10% of that. Similarly, in flow-through studies that used granular ferric hydroxide to treat 
water from membrane bioreactors, Genz et al. (2004) reported that the material retained a significant 
amount of DOC, implying a strong affinity of DOC for reactive sites on Fe-hydroxide surfaces. 
Another factor influencing the decrease in the affinity of the meso-scale filter was its partial saturation 
with P. At the point of applying river water as a feed solution, the meso-scale filter had already retained 
2.7 mg P/g, which is about 85% of the total amount of P retained during the course of the experiment. 
In the present study, Ca-DOC complexation modeling for the meso-scale filter indicates that 
certain species, such as CaHDOC+ and CaDOC, represented only a minor part of the total Ca 
concentration in the effluents (Supplemental information in Paper III). Thus, the removal of DOC from 
the influent most likely occurred through sorption onto Fe-hydroxide surfaces rather than via 
flocculation and precipitation with Ca. At the point of the river water addition in the meso-scale set-up, 
Sachtofer delivered only moderate amounts of Ca to the pore water (III).  
The large filter also received influents with amounts of DOC comparable to those measured in 
the meso-scale experiment (III). Such amounts of DOC most likely also impaired the large filter’s 
ability to retain P either through the precipitation of Ca-phosphates or via adsorption onto Fe-hydroxide 
surfaces. In autumn 2010, when the solubilisation of CaSO4 and Ca(OH)2 from the large filter mostly 
occurred, the effluents possessed a slightly alkaline pH while the influent P concentrations were below 
0.1 mg/l. Thus, conditions for precipitation were favorable (Diaz et al. 1994). However, humic 
substances in the influents possibly formed complexes with Ca2+ ions, thereby reducing the 
precipitation rate of phosphates. In batch tests with organic-rich water, Song et al. (2006), while 
studying the precipitation of Ca-phosphates, observed that DOC concentrations higher than 10 mg/l 
increased the consumption of Ca. Moreover, Römkens et al. (1996) elaborated that in solutions 
containing Ca concentrations between 0.001 and 0.01 mol/l (40-400 mg/l), RCOO- groups undergo Ca-
RCOO complexation and subsequent flocculation. Furthermore, organic ligands may experience 
removal from the pore water due to the formation of bonds with RCOO- groups already sorbed onto the 
filter’s surface (RCOO-Ca-OOCR). Similar to the meso-scale set-up, CaHDOC+ and CaDOC 
complexes in the effluents obtained at the beginning of the large-scale experiment represented a small 
portion of the total Ca concentration (Supplemental information in Paper III). This implies that Ca-
DOC complexation only slightly decreased the precipitation rate of Ca-phosphates within the large 
filter. 
 The formation of preferential flows within the large filter was apparent in the later stages of the 
test, as the injection of the blue dye resulted in the occurrence of color within a minute. Due to the 
solubilisation of CaSO4×2H2O, Sachtofer loses its mechanical properties and develops a brittle 
structure. Consequently, the disintegration of particles led to the collapse of the filter and obstruction of 
the initially free water pathways. Freezing and thawing cycles also contributed to the disintegration of 
particles. One solution for reducing the occurrence of preferential flows could be to use a large number 
of inlet pipes, but then the solubilisation of gypsum would still affect the physico-chemical properties 
of Sachtofer. 
Microbial growth on the material surface also suppressed the performance of the large-scale filter 
by blocking the reactive sites. In field experiments with Sachtofer, Saaremäe et al. (2014) noted that 
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algal growth on the filter’s surface significantly reduced its P retention potential, especially during 
summer. This effect also appeared in our field experiment. Its magnitude and influence on P retention, 
however, remains unclear. Figure 13 presents a sketch that illustrates the P removal efficiency of 
Sachtofer, as well as the P retention mechanisms and the critical factors affecting its efficiency. 
 
 
Figure 13. An illustration of the effect of various parameters on the P removal efficiency of a Sachtofer 
filter in field conditions   
 
Some studies have developed models to predict the cumulative amount of retained P as well as the 
lifetime of a filter (Penn et al. 2012; Stoner et al. 2012). Such models are useful and require the input of 
certain chemical characteristics of the reactive material, such as total and water-extractable amounts of 
Ca and Mg, as well as total and oxalate-extractable amounts of Fe and Al. In addition, the model 
should also include the influent P concentration and RT. The design curve obtained by modeling 
calculates the amount of added P required for a P removal structure to achieve P saturation. Such 
design curves are useful because they offer the possibility to make certain estimates for the lifetime of a 
filter without conducting experiments for every material. The predicted P retention capacity should, 
however, be verified in field conditions (Lyngsie et al. 2015) because of the variable quality parameters 
of the influents, as well as physico-chemical changes in the material over time. 
 
5.4.3 Pseudo-equilibrium between the influent P concentrations and P content in Sachtofer filters 
 
For common P retention mechanisms, the precipitation of Ca-phosphates and the sorption of P onto Fe-
hydroxide surfaces, attaining true equilibrium between a filter and pore water is rare, as such 
equlibrium requires prolonged periods of contact. For example, the precipitation process of Ca-
phosphates requires hours to reach ultimate equilibrium (Jenkins et al. 1971). Similarly, although 
ligand-exchange reactions are relatively rapid, in P retention tests with drinking water residuals, Makris 
et al. (2005) noted that the materials had sorbed P during 80 days. Thus, due to relatively low RTs, P 
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removal structures intended for treating agricultural runoff conform to states of pseudo-equilibrium and 
require materials that possess a high affinity for phosphates. Increased water flows as a result of 
snowmelt or rainstorms, leading to greater reductions in RTs and the occurrence of by-pass flows, can 
substantially compromise the efficiency of P removal structures. 
For the meso-scale Sachtofer filter, RTs between 5 and 30 min apparently did not affect discrete 
P removal. This implies that Sachtofer possesses a strong affinity for phosphates. Nevertheless, the 
gradual decrease in discrete P removal in the initial stages of the meso-scale test probably resulted from 
the reduced supply of Ca2+ and OH- ions from Sachtofer over time. In laboratory flow-through tests 
with industrial by-products, Stoner et al. (2012) studied Ca- and Fe-rich industrial by-products while 
applying RTs of between 0.5 and 10 min and influent P concentrations of between 0.016 and 0.48 
mmol/l (0.5-15 mg/l), and noted higher P removal efficiencies of the Ca-rich materials with longer 
RTs. However, in experiments with large filters containing hydrous iron oxide, Dobbie et al. (2009) 
noted a higher P removal efficiency with increasing the RT over 15 min. 
Figure 12 shows that the small (6-g) laboratory filter maintained a higher effluent P concentration 
than did the meso-scale filter at similar P saturations. Most likely, two factors greatly influenced this 
difference: the higher influent P concentration and the shorter RT in the laboratory set-up. 
Nevertheless, the correlations for the meso-scale filter reflect the increase in effluent P concentrations 
with rising influent P concentrations. This conforms to Le Chatelier’s law, as the effluent P 
concentration stems from the exchange of P between the filter and the influent, which potentially aim 
to reach equilibrium. In support of this, the efficiency of the large filter seized at a relatively low P 
saturation, which further suggests that the design of a P removal structure should consider the 
correlation between the P content in the filter and the P concentration in the effluent. 
The meso- and large-scale experiments confirmed that sustaining a certain effluent limit for 
dissolved P (e.g., of 0.0016 mmol/l as suggested by Genz et al. 2004) was hardly achievable even with 
a longer RT. In practice, a Sachtofer filter could potentially maintain such an effluent limit for a 
relatively short time. Even at a relatively low P saturation, the effluent P concentration would remain 
above 0.0016 mmol/l (0.05 mg/l) because the filter-pore water system aims to achieve equilibrium. 
Instead of setting effluent limits, filters could be designed to target the removal of a substantial part 
(e.g., 30-40%) of the incoming mass of dissolved P (III). 
 
5.5 Practical implications  
 
The results of the present study suggest that Sachofer, steel slag and MDR possess relatively high P 
retention capacities/affinities and can be attractive P retainers. Nevertheless, in addition to their P 
retention potential, the realization of larger-scale applications would also depend on material price, 
availability, and associated transportation costs. The following section discusses some of the aspects 
dealing with the costs related to the larger-scale application of the previously mentioned materials.  
 
5.5.1 Sachtofer PR® 
 
The poor efficiency of the large Sachtofer filter in high flow conditions reveals its unsuitability to 
efficiently treat peak flows. The filter successfully treated only 20% of the total flow. Similarly, Penn 
et al. (2007) noted that a P removal structure designed for treating agricultural runoff handled 9% of the 
flow in storm events. However, the interception of peak flows is important, as the major transport of P 
occurs during rapid snowmelt and rainy periods in spring and autumn. The peak flow at the site 
determines the volume of the reactive medium. In the present study, a smaller drainage area would 
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enable smaller influent flows (greater RTs) and more efficient treatment with the same filter size. 
Another option would be the application of a larger volume of filter material.  
Aside from the transportation costs, Sachtofer has a price of 100-150 €/ton. In addition, the 
material (pipes, plywood panels, samplers) cost 200 €, and the work (machinery, digging and widening 
the ditch) cost 400 €, so the total cost of the structure in 2010 was about 1500 €. A simple calculation 
shows that construction of the large filter was not cost-efficient. With regard to the cumulative amount 
of retained P (0.05 g/kg), the cost of this pilot site was as high as 4300 €/kg P. A more reasonable price 
target of about 7 €/kg P might be possible if Sachtofer were applied only at critical sources of P in 
order to achieve a significant P sorption of, for example, 30 g/kg. In 2010, taking into account the total 
costs required to treat agricultural runoff from 17 ha of cropland, the cost to build ditch filters for 
diminishing P losses from 70 000 ha of agricultural land in southwest Finland with a high P status 
would be about 6.2  M€.  
 
5.5.2 Industrial by-products 
 
Steel slags and MDRs are usually available in many countries and, excluding transportation costs, are 
usually available free of charge from steel-making and mining industries (Shilton et al. 2006). Mine 
drainage residuals are attractive because they result from a process that diminishes acid mine drainage 
and, moreover, these materials can further be repurposed to address the problem of eutrophication.  
Large quantities of steel slag are available in Finland; the annual production of steel slag in 
Rautaruukki Oy, for example, reaches 190 000 tons, production in Europe is as high as 15×106 tons 
tons (Mäkikyrö and Kallio, 2005). Prior the application of steel slag, it should undergo operations such 
as sieving to remove the finest material, which could possibly interfere with the hydraulic conductivity 
of the filter due to the formation of Ca-phosphates/carbonates. One advantage of steel slags is that they 
do not adsorb CO2 from the air and cause Ca(OH)2 to convert into calcium carbonate (CaCO3), so their 
prolonged exposure to outdoor conditions does not affect the amount of reactive component they 
contain (Ziemkiewicz, 1998).  
The construction of a P removal structure will naturally incur certain costs. Penn et al. (2012), for 
example, tested the performance of a steel slag filter in an urban area over a period of five months. The 
flow-weighted concentration of P was 0.5 mg/l, and the filter retained 26 mg P/kg, or about 25% of the 
total P input. Penn et al. (2012) stated that the total cost of building the barrier was about 1700 €. 
However, taking into account the amount of P that the filter retained, the cost-efficiency of the structure 
was poor; in this case, the removal of 1 kg of P required as much as 24 000 €.  
In Finland, MDRs are available in limited quantities, which greatly restricts their larger-scale 
application. Large quantities of MDR (also known as ochre) are available in the United Kingdom, for 
example, where the annual production of ochre accounts for 3.7×104 tons (Hancock, 2005). However, 
the fresh MDR used in the present study possessed a high water content and therefore necessitated 
drying prior to its application as a P-filter. In addition, the material is highly brittle and requires 
additional processing and transformation into a more durable product. When dealing with such 
materials, one should also focus on the material’s heavy metal content. 
 
5.5.3 Combining P removal structures and best management practices 
 
The present study indicates that obtaining the reactive material free of charge (as with industrial by-
products) could reduce the costs of establishing a large Sachtofer filter by as much as 60%. However, 
applying a material that is relatively expensive may also be justified if it ultimately attains a significant 
P saturation that would cost-effectively facilitate P recovery from the spent material. In support of this, 
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Penn et al. (2014) suggested that using a P removal structure becomes feasible when treating waters 
with P concentrations higher than 0.2 mg/l. Thus, as the results obtained in the present study suggest, P 
removal structures should target critical sources, or hot-spots, in order to maximize their cost-
effectiveness. 
McDowell and Nash, (2012) compared the cost-effectiveness of different measures for mitigating 
P losses from farms in Australia and New Zealand. The comparison included management practices, 
soil amendments and edge-of-field applications. McDowell and Nash, (2012) revealed that the lowest 
costs (less than 12 €/kg P) stemmed from employing low solubility fertilizers, whereas the highest costs 
were due to the application of constructed wetlands (as high as 250 €/kg P). However, diminishing P 
losses should encompass a combination of measures such as managing the input of P into soils, 
amending soils with P-retaining materials as well as using P removal structures or constructed wetlands 
to trap P. 
 
6. Conclusions and recommendations 
 
 The laboratory experiments indicate that the Ca-rich materials such as Filtra P, steel slag and 
Sachtofer as well as Fe-rich MDR, possess high P retention capacities. Two distinct P retention 
mechanisms, precipitation of Ca-phosphates and sorption onto Fe-hydroxide surfaces, were 
identified after the weathering process and in the pH-manipulation tests. The weathering of the 
Ca-rich materials significantly reduced their P retention potential, but also revealed, in the case 
of Sachtofer, the conversion of precipitation-controlled to sorption-controlled P retention. 
Laboratory protocols for identifying promising P-filters should also entail P release tests 
involving extractions with large volumes of water. 
 
 The upscaled application of Sachtofer implied that cumulative P retention declined by three 
orders of magnitude; the decline in the influent P concentration was of the same order of 
magnitude as the scale of the application increased. This emphasizes the need to use influents 
with similar characteristics in the laboratory as in the field. However, the use of influents with 
relatively high P concentrations is still important when estimating the capacity of a material to 
retain significant amounts of P. Moreover, the meso-scale experiment confirmed the 
suppressive effect of DOC on P retention. The accumulation of organic matter and the 
formation of preferential flows stemming from the disintegration of the material further 
compromised the performance of the large filter over time. 
 
 According to the results from the meso- and large scale experiments, maintaining a certain 
effluent limit was rather difficult, even at lower P influent concentrations. An achievable goal 
would be to retain a significant part of the total P input, which might lead to better-quality of 
bodies of water. 
 
 Most of the P input into the large filter was delivered under high flow conditions resulting from 
fast snowmelt in spring and heavy rainfall in autumn. Thus, the peak flows should be 
incorporated as a design parameter into the construction of a P removal structure. Long winters 
at high northern latitudes and the persistence of frost obstacle the proper performance of P 
removal structures. In the present study, the annual effective period of the large filter lasted for 
about eight months, from April to November. 
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 Industrial by-products such as steel slags and mine drainage residuals are competitive retainers 
due to their low costs. However, to justify the cost of building a P removal structure, the 
material should be able to achieve a significant P saturation, thus enabling potential P recovery 
from the spent P-filter. Moreover, such methods should be coupled with other best management 
practices in order to curb P losses from agriculture. 
 
 The application of P-retaining materials offers an additional potential solution for treating 
agricultural runoff. Although the need for standard laboratory protocols is great, protocols 
should be modified to suit the properties of the material. In addition, the design of a P removal 
structure clearly depends on site-specific parameters such as the quality characteristics of the 
influents and flow conditions. 
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